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The Year In Review Tax reform is by no means the only Employment Act (FLU99-592) becomes
piece of legislation to affect employee effective January 1, 1987, with a seven

The 99th Congress adjourned in October benefits. It is, however, one more piece year delay for police, firefighters,and
in an overall picture that indicates greater tenured academic faculty. In a separate1986, after having completed a note-

worthy year of legislation, especially in federal intervention in the design and piece of legislation, Congress required
the area of employee benefits, management of employee benefit that allocations to benefit plans and

programs, both now and in the future, pension accruals continue beyond age
65, effective in 1988 (P.L. 99-509).

Tax reform (P,L. 99-514) was, of Congress in 1986 also enacted a series When the abolition of mandatory
course, the crowning achievement of of major changes in the pension and retirement is combined with pension
Congress. It will affect employee welfare benefit area, many of which had accrual legislation and some of the
benefits both in the immediate future and been discussed for a decade or more. provisions in the new tax reform law,
in the long term through provisions we see that the federal government is
aimed specifically at employee benefits, New Laws Encourage People to gradually taking steps to encourage
and through changes in the tax rates that Work Longer people to work longer rather than
will affect the incentive to establish or retiring earlier, which places additional
maintain employee benefit plans (see the Other legislation that Congress burdens on the Social Security system
October 1986 EBRI Issue Brief for completed action on included the and on federal spending in general (for

abolitionof mandatory retirement. The details, see the August 86 EBRI Issue
further details), amendment to the Age Discriminationin Brie_).

Summary of Employee Benefit Bills Passed in the 99th Congress

House Senate Conference
Out of Passed Out of Passed Date House Senate B_=wne Law

Measure Comm. House Comm. Senate Sent Agreed Agreed Law Nmnber

HR 2672 Federal Workers' Retirement 6/26/85 7/08/85 10/30/85 11/07/85 11/19/85 5/22/86 5/20/86 6/06/86 99-335
HR 3128 COBRA 7/31/85 10/31/85 11/13/85 11/14/85 12/05/85 -- 12/19/85 4/07/86 99-272
HR 3838 Tax Reform 12/03/85 12/17/85 5/06/86 6/24/86 7/16/86 9/25/86 9/27/86 10/22/86 99-514
HR 4154 ADEA Amendment 7/9.4/86 9/23/86 -- 10/16/86 -- -- -- 10/31/86 99-592
HR 4420 Military Retirement 3/20/86 4/22/86 5/15/86 5/15/86 6/11/86 6/26/86 6/25/86 7/01/86 99-348
HR 4868 Anti-Apartheid Act 6/10/86 6/18/86 -- 8/15/86 -- -- -- 10/02/86 99-440
HR 5300 1986 Budget Reconciliation 7/31/86 9/24/86 -- 9/25/86 9/25/86 10/17/86 10/17/86 10/21/86 99-509
HJR 372 Gramm-Rudman-Hollings -- 8/01/85 9/17/85 10/10/85 10/11/85 12/11/85 12/11/85 12/12/85 99-177
HJR 738 Continuing Appropriations 9/25/86 9/25/86 9/26/86 10/3/86 10/06/86 10/15/86 10/16/86 10-30-86 99-591

Senate House Conference
OUt of Passed Out of Passed Date House Senate Became Law

Measure Comm. Senate Comm. House Sent Agreed Agreed Law Number

S 1744 Omnibus Health Act 5/20/86 8/12/86 10/17/86 10/17/86 -- -- -- 11/14/86 99-660
SCR 120 1986 Budget Resolution 3/24/86 5/01/86 -- 5/15/86 5/20/86 6/26/86
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Continuing this theme of urging people of the retrenchment in individual plans. In previous years, Medicare was
to work longer, Congress voted to create refirment accounts. These accounts were made the secondary payor for older
a new civil service retirement system for extremely popular politically, and workers and their dependents. In 1986,
those hired after January 1, 1984 (P.L. Congress chose an alternative that as part of the Consolidated Omnibus
99-335), and approved a new military retained IRA eligibility for most Reconciliation Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-
retirement system (P.L. 99-348). Both workers, while providing a nondeductible 272, or COBRA), health benefits had to
of these reforms attempt to make modest IRA for those excluded from making a be provided to employees who continued
reductions prospectively in early full IRA deduction. EBRI estimates to work after age 70. The Budget
retirment benefits payable to civil show that among all workers with IRAs, Reconciliation Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-
service and military retirees, nearly 73 percent would have been 509) made Medicare the secondary payor

unaffected had the IRA eligibility rules for disability beneficiaries eligible for
Federal workers hired after January 1, been effective in 1985; 15 percent private group health insurance.
1984, are now part of the Social would have been eligible for a
Security system and will receive a basic nondeductible IRA; approximately 12 COBRA also made major changes in
benefit from that program. In addition, percent would have been eligible for a other health areas. Effective July 1,
federal workers will have a defined partial deduction (see October 1986 1986, COBRA required employers to
benefit pension based on a 1 percent year- EBR/Issue Brief). In addition, some continue coverage at the beneficiaries'
of-service formula, times the highest people using IRAs under current law expense for at least 18 months for
average salary during three years of may be surprised to learn that the future, workers and their dependents in the event
continuous service. An extra accrual of accumulated after-tax value of an IRA of the employee's termination or
•1 percent would apply for each year of account may be roughly equivalent under reduction of hours. COBRA also
service after age 62; benefits payable to the new tax law despite new eligibility provided that coverage for spouses and
individuals age 62 or over would be rules, if future tax rates were to remain dependents may be continued for 36
indexed at the consumer price index, at the 15 and 28 percent rates. (see June months in the event of the employee's
minus 1 percent. A full benefit would be 1986 Employee Benefit Notes). The death, divorce or separation, or in the
paid at age 57 with 30 years of service. IRA changes also helped broaden the tax event a dependent child ceases to be
Workers would also have the option of base for tax reform by producing an covered as a dependent under the plan.
participating in a capital accumulation estimated additional $24 billion over five Then later, as part of tax reform, certain
plan, to which they could contribute up years, the largest single cut in employee technical corrections were adopted to
to 10 percent of pay. A 1 percent benefit tax preferences, modify COBRA.
government contribution would be
provided automatically, a 3 percent South African Sanctions Other changes in COBRA were included
employee contribution would be matched in the Budget Reconciliation Act of
at a 100 percent rate, and the government Over President Reagan's objections, 1986, such as making the loss of retiree
would match the next 2 percent at a 50 Congress approved legislation to impose health coverage due to a f'mn's f'iling of
percent rate, for a maximum employer sanctions against South Africa until that chapter 11 bankruptcy a qualifying event
contribution of 5 percent, country takes action to end apartheid, for continuation of retirees' health

One of the provisions of P.L. 99-440 benefits. In other words, Congress
Under the new military retirement bans new public and private loans and approved three separate pieces of
system, pensions for future military investments in South Africa, except for legislation on the COBRA health
personnel who retire after 20 years of reinvestment of profits from South continuation issue.
service would be reduced from the current African enterprises, short-term credits,
50 percent of pay to 40 percent. A and rescheduling of existing debt (see A broader mandating of health benefits
pension would increase by 2.5 percent October 1986 Employee Benefit Notes)• was not achieved in 1986, although it is
for each additional year of service, up to likely to be on" the agenda for early
30 years, when it would reach 75 percent Major Changes under COBRA 1987. Serious consideration was given
of pay. to a provision of the Access to Health

In the health area during 1986, we saw Care Act, sponsored by Sens. Edward
IRAs Retained continuation of the trend to make Kennedy (D-MA) and David Durenberger

Medicare a secondary payor for certain (R-MN), and by Reps. Pete Stark (D-
1986 was also a remarkable year because individuals covered by group health CA) and Willis Gradison (R-OH), and
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others. A provision mandating creation were helpful to the PBGC, in Utgoffs agreeing to a 1.15 percent increase,
of statewide risk pools, from which the opinion, much more needs to be done. instead of a .5 percent increase, although
uninsured could buy health coverage, PBGC is required by law to report to the final agreement fell short of the 2.2
found its way into the House version of Congress this spring on the advisability percent increase recommended by the
1986 budget reconciliation bill, but was of adopting a risk-related premium. In Prospective Payment Assessment
dropped from the conference version, addition to recommendations made by Commission (ProPAC). (For more on
The access bill, with modifications, will PBGC at a June 24 hearing held by the ProPAC, see July 1986 Employee
be reintroduced in 1987. Ways and Means Oversight Benefit Notes.)

Subcommittee, the General Accounting
The retiree health benefit area has Office (GAO) provided four alternatives Also in the 1986 election year, Congress
quickly become one of a select number for legislative remedy: require more rapid passed legislation that removed the
of congressional priorities, primarily payment of unfunded benefits, especially trigger for the Social Security cost-of-
because of the LTV termination, which those resulting from benefit increases; living adjustment (COLA). Under the
received a great deal of press and require employers to make minimum new law, inflation adjustments will be
congressional attention. No less than contribution payments to their paid regardless of the size of inflation;

two bills were enacted with provisions underfunded plans sooner than 8 1/2 prior law required inflation to be greater
aimed at LTV and the retiree health months after the end of the plan year; than 3 percent to trigger a COLA.
issue. These were the provisions in the further limit the guarantee of benefit Along with triggering a benefit increase,
continuing resolution (H.J.R. 738), increases; and raise the premium to however, these adjustments for inflation
which says that no finn that enters provide revenue needed to retire the will increase the taxable wage base for
chapter 11 bankruptcy on or after program's deficit and pay for estimated Social Security.
October 2, 1986, can terminate retiree future claims.

health benefit plans until May 15, 1987. Late in November, Health and Human
Congress's action bought time so that Medicare, Social Security Services (HHS) Secretary Otis Bowen
another approach can be approved in released a report on catastrophic care (see
1987. The addition of the new Medicare and Social Security again "Catastrophic Illness Expenses" in this
qualifying event under COBRA was also received attention in this election year. issue). Interestingly, some
part of the reaction to LTV. Two other Congress passed a number of changes congressional staff suggest that the costs
bills with LTV-inspired provisions designed to save money for the Medicare of providing catastrophic health care
passed the Senate and the House Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, which is under Medicare could be financed by
separately, but did not make it into law. now projected to become depleted by the taxing state and local government

latter half of the 1990s. In addition, employees for Medicare.
PBGC Issues Congress took action to soften the What Did Not Pass?

automatic increase in the health

The Pension Benefit Guaranty insurance deductible under Medicare. It Legislation that received serious
Corporation (PBGC) was also affected would have risen to $572 from $492, consideration but failed to receive the
by COBRA and by LTV. The LTV but instead, Congress limited the

support necessary to become law
bankruptcy attracted a lot of attention for increase to $520 and changed the included bills mandating that states
the PBGC when the agency's executive indexing method. There have been establish health insurance risk pools,
director, Kathleen Utgoff, announced that previous increases in the H.I. deductible creating medical IRAs, requiring
the financial condition of the PBGC had and in the Medicare Part B premium, employers to provide unpaid parental
quickly deteriorated as a result of LTV's Representatives of organizations for the leave, prohibiting pension plan asset
planned termination of certain pension elderly have been saying that the reversions, and establishing federal
plans (see "PBGC's $4 Billion Deficit" increased cost sharing that has been standards for reporting and disclosure by
in this issue), thrust upon the elderly is causing them public pension plans. Many, if not all

financial hardship, of these issues are likely to return for
Reform in the single employment consideration in the 100th Congress.termination insurance program, along Congress also went further than the
with a hike in the premium for defined administration had recommended in its Major Regulations, Reports
benefit plans to $8.50, became law increases for hospital reimbursement Issued

January 1, 1986. Although these reforms under the prospective payment system, In the regulatory area, several agencies
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issued new rules or reports covering Other long-discussed regulations were Hollings target of $108 billion in fiscal
major issues. The Internal Revenue finally adopted, such as regulation of 1988.
Service (IRS) began its scramble to get plan assets (see November 1986
out preliminary opinions of how pex)ple Employee Benefit Notes). In addition, 1986 Lesson: Watch for Sleeper
should comply with the most immediate the Securities and Exchange Bills
provisions of tax reform. This, Commission (SEC) earlier this year
however, will be a difficult job and one released new guidelines on "soft dollars" 1986 was instructive for those following
that will extend for years. (see June 1986 Employee Benefit employeee benefit legislation. We saw

Notes). The Financial Accounting proposals such as pension accruals for
In the meantime, the Department of Standards Board (FASB) issued two new workers beyond age 65, changes in
Labor (DOL) issued a major report this rules regarding asset reversions and pension integration and vesting, the
year on retiree health benefits, disclosure of pension funding (see abolition of mandatory retirement--aU
estimating that 6.9 million retirees and February 1986 Employee Benefit Notes). proposals that had been around for a long
their dependents rely on private industry The Government Accounting Standards time and had been dormant--suddenly
to pay a portion of their health care. Board (GASB) issued a statement in late revived on short notice. So as we look
The report also estimated that there were November relating to pension to the year ahead, it is important to
approximately $98 billion in unfunded accounting for government entities (see remember that in Congress, anything
retiree health benefits in 1983remote "GASB Requires Pension Disclosures" can happen.
than double the amount of unfunded in this issue).

liabilities in private pension plans (see Those following legislative action
June 1986 Employee Benefit Notes). Major Court Cases should pay attention to all the various
Another major report on retiree health proposals, and not be lulled into the
benefits is expected from Treasury in late Among court cases, notable was the misconception that because certain
1987. reversal of the White Farm case, in measures did not pass this year, they are

which a federal circuit court of appeals not priorities. Many such issues will
DOL also issued controversial guidelines ruled that an employer was within its become priorities in another legislative
to employers for notifying employees of rights in terminating noncollectively year.
the health insurance continuation bargained welfare benefits for its retired

requirements (see August 1986 workers (see June 1986 Employee Pension Participation
Employee Benefit Notes), and is Benefit Notes). Also, the Supreme Court Since REA
expected to issue further guidelines on ruled that Congress acted lawfully in

COBRA after the IRS has formulalx'zl its prohibiting states from withdrawing The pension participation rate of civilian
rule on the subject, their employees from the Social Security workers age 25 to 64--those considered

program as part of the 1983 Social more likely to qualify for participation
HHS issued final rules to implement Security Amendments (see July 1986 in a pension plan---declined by less than
changes in the Medicare prospective Employee Benefit Notes). one-tenth of one percentage point from
payment system (PPS), as a result of the 1984 level, to 52.2 percent in 1985,
legislation and continuing experience The Supreme Court's rejection in April according to figures on pension
with the system (see October 1986 of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings participation calculated by EBRI and
Employee Benefit Notes). In addition, automatic provision mandating across- based on data from the Census Bureau's

HHS issued a series of rules governing the-board spending cuts weakened the March Current Population Survey.
disability determinations under the new law, but congressional leaders

Social Security and Supplemental believe that Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Among all civilian workers age 15 or
Security Income programs (see January has been helpful nevertheless. Outgoing over, however, the pension participation
and February 1986 Employee Benefit Senate Budget Committee Chairman rate rose 0.4 percentage points, to reach
Notes). Pete Domenici (R-NM) said December 3 42.8 percent in 1985 (chart 1).

that the federal budget is projected by the Participation was up in 1985 for workers
PBGC in April published requirements Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to age 15 to 24 and age 65 and over,
for complying with the new single- drop to $151 billion in fiscal year 1987. offsetting the slight fall in participation
employer pension plan amendments (see The Reagan administration is preparing a for workers age 25 to 64. Among
May 1986 Employee Benefit Notes). budget aiming for the Gramm-Rudman- workers age 15 to 24, the increase in
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pension participation from 13.4 in 1984, Chart 2
to 13.9 percent in 1985--the first such Pension Participation Rate for CivilianWorkers,

increase in several years--is probably byAge,1979and1985
due in large part to the implementation

of the Retirement Equity Act of 1984 Age25-64
(REA), which lowered ERISA's
minimum age requirement for
participation from 25 to 21, effective
January 1, 1985. Underage25

Pension participation rates of workers

age 65 and over tend to be more volatile Age65andover

and are less statistically meaningful than
those of younger workers. This is
becauseolder workers have lower and Percent Rate: 0 10 20 30 40 50

more volatile labor force participation '[ [] 1979 • 1985 ]

rates, are more likely to work part-time,
I I

Source: EBRI tabulations basedon U.S. CensusBureau Current Population Reports,
andarefewer in number. Series P-60, "Characteristicsof Householdsand Persons ReceivingSelectedNoncash

Benefits," 1980-1984, and unpublished 1985 data.

Pension Participation Rates over rose slightly, from 22.7 to 23.5 in sectors characterized by relatively low
Since 1979 percent (chart 2). For all civilian pension participation rates. The largest

workers, the rate fell from 44.9 to 42.8 employment decline was the loss of 5.2
The 52.2 percent participation rate for percent, million jobs in durable manufacturing, a
workers age 25 to 64 has fallen each year sector with traditionally high pension
since 1979_the earliest year for which This longer-term decline in participation participation (chart 3).
data are available--when the rate was is attributable in part to shifts in
55.7 percent. The decline was even employment across sectors. Much of Employment growth could influence
sharper for workers under age 25, whose the growth in employment realized pension participation rates if expanding
rate fell from 19.5 to 13.9 percent, while between 1980 and 1985--7.2 million industries employ more workers who
participation among workers age 65 and net jobs across all industries---occurred have not yet met the one-year minimum

Chart 1 tenure requirement for participation
permitted under ERISA. Industry shifts,

Pension Participation for Civilian Workers, 1979-1985
Age 25 64 Age 15 and Over however, do not fully explain the

Percent Rate Percent Rate participation decline. Between 1980 and56 46

1985, participation rates fell within
many sectors, and rose in others (chart

55 45 4). Other factors that may contribute to
declines in pension participation are
shifts toward employment of part-time

54 44 and/or temporary workers, who are less
likely to participate in a pension plan.

53 43

Pearlman: The Role of
Government in the

52 42 Private Benefit System1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

• Age 25-64 -- Age 15 and over [Editor's note." The following is an edited

Source: EBRI tabulations based on U.S. Census Bureau Current version of Mr. Ronald Pearlrnan'sPopulation Reports, Series P-60, Characteristics Of Households and

Persons Receiving Selected Noncash Benefits," 1980-1984, and remarks at EBRI's October ]5 policy
unpublished 1985 data forurfl entitled "America in Transition:
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Employee Benefits for the Future." Mr. policy, it is appropriate to acknowledge legitimate interest of the federal
Pearlman is former assistant secretary for the apolitical consensus that there is a government to ensure that benefits that
tax policy, Department of the Treasury. major role for the federal tax system in are promised are, indeed, provided; (2)
He currently is in private law practice in encouraging development of private the issue of funding; and (3) the issue of
St. Louis, Missouri.] retirement plans. The real problem in how broad a spectrum of benefits need be

articulating federal retirement policy is encouraged by federal lax incentives.
When we look at the proper function of the tension between that role and a
government in developing retirement variety of other policies, such as: (1) the In addition to these potentially

Chart 3

Pension Participation Rate in 1985 and Change in Employment 1979-1985
For Civilian Workers Age 15 and over, by Industry

Change in Employment (millions): -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

All industries I I

Public administration

Transportation,communication& public utilities

ManufacturingNondurable

Mining

ManufacturingDurable
Professional & related services

Finance, insurance& real estate
Wholesaletrade

Construction

Business& repair services

Retail trade

Entertain & recreation services

Agriculture, forestry & fisheries
Personal services

Participation Rate (percent): 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

• Pension Participation Rate, 1985 • Change in Employment, 1980-1985

Source: EBRI tabulations based on Census Bureau data, Current Population Reports, Series P-
60, "Characteristics of Households and Persons Receiving Selected Noncash Benefits," 1980-
1985, and unpublished 1986 data.
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conflicting policy issues is the pressure administration and in Congress to participated with employers, both large
of the budget, which clearly has been challenge long-held assumptions about and small, in developing retirement
present over the past several years. It retirement benefit policy, both in terms programs. And, of course, I was
certainly was a major influence in this of future concepts, and in terms of involved in the tax policy process at the
year's legislative go-round and will existing legislation, federal level for a couple of years.
continue to be a factor in the indefinite

future. We must recognize that we do On the other hand, I think most people Lack of Legislative
not have blank checks, and although recognize the essence of the private Coordination
certain behavior may best be fostered retirement system, and the essential role
through use of the tax system, there are that it plays and will continue to play in As a result of these experiences, two
economic limits within the federal this country, things particularly concern me. The first
budget in doing that. is the historical lack of coordination,

I am not an expert on the subject of particularly within Congress, between
It is also appropriate to remind ourselves employee benefits. I cannot spell out all tax policymakers and others properly
that tax-favored retirement plans and of the specific rules about plan interested in retirement benefit policy.
other employee benefits are not a god- qualification and the like. But I also

given right. It is quite appropriate, it come with about twenty years of private It probably was less important in the
seems to me, for people in the law practice experience, where I days of broader-brush tax incentives--

Chart 4

Percentage Point Change in Pension Participation Rate Between 1979
and 1985 for Civilian Workers Age 15 and Over, by Industry

A,,,ndus,r,esI I L L _" I I I
ManufacturingDurable

Cons,_=,onI I I _im I I I
Mining

W.oles=atra0e I I 1 I I t
Tra°s.o.ation._om_onica,lon• pub,cu,,.ie. I I I I I I I

.gr,cu.ure,,ore.,r...s.e.e.I I I I I _ I I I
.e,a,.a_e I I I I I --= I I I

Bosloess•repairse.ices { I I I { { I I
Profes.iona,• rela,e0se_ioesI I I I I ' I I I
Entertain & recreation services I I I I ,' ,,,- ,' ,' I

Personalservices I I I I I = I I I

Finance, insuranca&realestata I I I I II _ Ii II II

Public administration [ I I I I

ManufacturingNondurable [ t [ [ [

Percentagepoints:- 12 - 10 -8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8

Source: EBRI tabulations based on Census Bureau data, CurrentPopu/ation Reports, Series P-
60, "Characteristics of Households and Persons Receiving Selected Noncash Benefits," 1980-
1985, and unpublished 1986 data.
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when the rules were not so specific and board view, nor would it be a legitimate extension of the $200,000 includable
when the tax policy decision makers across-the-board indictment of private compensation level to all qualified plans;
were not trying to craft such precise sector input. Efforts by EBRI serve as and the elimination of the $75,000 floor
behaviorial modifications. In today's good examples of the kind of credible [on maximum early retirement benefits
climate, it is dangerous to have tax- commentary and reliable data that can be payable under defined benefit plans].
writing committees making decisions developed in the private sector.
about appropriate benefit levels, funding The excise lax is a perfecdy legitimate
levels, and integration levels, without Private Sector Concerned addendum to a policy decision that
the input of people in the legislative imposes some limit on the extent to
process who have expertise in--and a There is equal concern within the private which the government subsidizes the
legitimate right to debate----the nontax, sector, about the failure of government encouragement of private retirement
social implications of these decisions, and people in decision-making positions plans. I'm not going to try to defend the

to appreciate the implications of existence Of a benefit limit. If one
Of course if the tax system is to be used, legislative tax changes on retirement concludes, however, it is appropriate that
I think it is quite appropriate for people p'lanning generally, and more there be a dollar limit above which a
charged with the integrity of the system specifically, on the impact of repeated qualified plan should not provide a tax
and sensitive to its impact on the and rather intensive legislative changes, incentive, then to the extent that
economy to have "priority" input into such as those we have experienced over distributioffs exceed that limit, it is quite
the legislative process, the past ten-to-twelve years, appropriate to extract a tax from the

participant on the tax-flee build-up above
That same issue is present on the There clearly appears to be a frustration that limit.
administrative side and has been within the private sector over the
recognized much more explicity. Dave apparent unwillingness within The excise tax proposal was included in
Walker, assistant secretary of the government to listen. This is obviously the law as part of the original Treasury
Department of Labor's Office of Pension not a healthy environment, proposals on this basis, and as I have
and Welfare Benefit Programs, reminded indicated before, it seems to me that it is

me of the constructive efforts that have There is a major role to be played by an appropriate supplement to a def'med
been made within the administration to people within government and within benefit limit, ff you want to debate the
develop procedures for coordinating a the private sector, in dealing with these merits of a defined benefit limit and the
coherent retirement policy. We do not two concerns: namely, the lack of extent to which it may cause employers
have coordination at the legislative level coordination within government, and the to be less interested in establishing
to the same extent. This is a serious improvement of the fines of defined benefit plans, then that issue
problem that needs our attention, communication between government and should be debated separate and apart from

the private sector. Having fairly recently the excise tax.
returned to private law practice, I hope

Also of increasing concern is what I that without being presumptuous, I can
perceive as a growing tension, challenge my colleagues to try to deal The expansion of the $200,000
suspicion, if you will, between people with these concerns. It is quite includable compensation limit, I think,
within government and in the private appropriate, it seems to me, for us to falls within the same rationale. The
sector as they deal with employee benefit demand more coordination within expansion reflects the policy decision
issues. Within govemment, there are Congress, and to encourage and that there be a point beyond which it is
concerns about the credibility of contribute to improvements in the lines not necessary to use the tax system to
positions taken by representatives of the of communication between the private encourage the development of private
private sector;, questions about the sector and government, retirement funds. It certainly is possible
reliability of data; concerns that every that the substantial reduction in the

time the private sector is heard, it is Certain Tax Reform Provisions maximum marginal individual tax rate as
with the prediction that the end of the a result of the 1986 legislation will
world is in sight if a particular proposal Just a few points on three provisions of enable individuals earning $200,000 or
moves forward, the new tax law: the 15 percent excise more per year to increase their retirement

tax on distributions in excess of the 125 savings without further tax incentives to
This observation is not an across-the- percent defined benefit level; the do so.
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Finally, the elimination of the $75,000, Post-retirement health benefits clearly payment of basic retirement benefits
age-55 floor on annual benefits from a will be the subject of legislation earned by workers.]
defined benefit plan: If you were to ask sometime in the future. I view

a member of Congress what he thought nonstatutory employee benefits as a Our current deficit is one of the

he was doing when he voted for that prime candidate for future legislation, determinants of our revenue needs, and

provision, I think he would say he particularly if further base-broadening right now our deficit is roughly $2.3 to
thought he was simply trying to efforts are undertaken, as I suspect they $2.4 billion. That amount is going to
recognize the fact that someone who will be if Congress determines additional increase considerably in the next year and
retires at age 55 has an additional revenues are needed, will probably exceed $4 billion by theearnings period, during which it's likely

that he will continue to work and Nonqualified deferred compensation, I end of the next year.

continue to accrue retirement benefits, think, will increase as a candidate for A $4 billion deficit means that if we

legislative reaction, both because there is were to shut down the PBGC, we would
If you were to ask the member of a perception that nonqualified deferred be $4 billion short of the money needed
Congress whether he realized that on an compensation is the ultimate in to purchase annuities for the claims that
actuarial basis it's possible (I am told), discriminatory compensation and because we have already accepted. That has
in the absence of the $75,000 floor, to of the perception that the existence of nothing to do with future or contingent
reduce benefits as low as $37,000 by a nonqualified deferred compensation plans claims upon the agency.
strict actuarial reduction of the current has an adverse effect on an employer's

law benefit limit ($90,000 at age 62), willingness to establish or embellish A $4 billion deficit is equivalent to a
the member would probably tell you, broader-based qualified plans. It is one-time charge of approximately $150
that "no, I didn't realize that;" and he largely up to the private sector to per PBGC participant. Future claims are
might well be concerned, evaluate and refute these perceptions, if an additional part of our revenue needs.

appropriate.

If I am correct in predicting a member's PBGC Claims Experience
reaction, I fmd that fact somewhat Finally, I think there will be legislation

disturbing. Not so much because of the in the ESOP area. I see this resulting There are two things that are very
importance of a policy decision as to from several things: first, Senator important and, I think, fairly obvious in
whether $37,000 is the appropriate Russell Long's (D-LA) retirement; reviewing PBGC claims experience.
benefit level, but because it is a good second, the pressure being placed on the One is that our claims are increasing,
illustration of an instance in which the administrative process to treat ESOPs and the second is that the claims have a

proper communication did not get to more favorably than other retirement high degree of variability.
members of Congress. They heard a lot plans; and finally, a realization of the

of generalizations about how disastrous risks to participants in stock ownership Why are our claims increasing? Not
it would be to remove the $75,000 floor, plans, particularly as these plans become because more plans are terminating. In
I suspect they heard a lot less about what used increasingly in leveraged buy-outs, fact, if anything, we've had fewer planfloor might be put in its place. I doubt

terminations. They are increasing
there was very much discussion PBGC's $4 Billion because terminated plans are becoming
regarding the details of removing the Deficit more and more poorly funded. When the
floor. PBGC first started taking over plans, we

Prognosis of Future Legislation [Editor's note: The following is a had to provide about 45 percent of the
PBGC-edited version of Ms. Kathleen funds necessary to pay guaranteed

Finally, EBRI asked me to offer a Utgoff's remarks at a November 10 benefits.
prognosis about future legislation. I EBRI roundtable discussion of variable-
think there clearly is going to be some rate, single-employer pension plan The PBGC's share--4hat is, the
legislation dealing with asset reversions, insurance premiums. Ms. Utgoffis premium-payer's share,--has been
In fact, Senator John Heinz (R-PA) has executive director of the Pension Benefit increasing very steadily over the PBGC's
said he views this as a 1987 agenda Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), a federal history, so that it's now up to around 65
item. agency established to guarantee the percent. Any average that includes the
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LTV Republic Salaried Plan and the plan that terminates, and that we will There is a high potential that if the
large Allis-Chalmers Plan is going to be seek to amortize the current deficit over a collections are delayed too long, the
considerably above that. thirty-year period. PBGC will simply run out of cash and

be unable to pay guaranteed benefits.
So this is a trend: plans that come to us How much money do we need to raise if But this is the rough ballpark of the
are going to become more and more we do that? Well, there are different amount of money that we're talking
poorly funded. That has significant ways to raise the same amount of about over the next thirty years.
implications for the amount of revenue money. If we assume an average annual

that we have to raise in the future, claim in real terms of $425 million, we Impact of Assumptions
need to have a fiat rate premium of

Let me point out that this degree of $42.75 to amortize the existing deficit Now, how important are the
underfunding is directly opposed to the and cover those claims, assumptions that we made to get to this?
kinds of funding levels that we see in What about amortization of the current

plans in general, i.e., what Dick Ippolito Why do we need that? This is over a deficit? Comparing that to the $17.50
(PBGC's chief economist) refers to as thirty-year period. In the past, we have that increases in real terms over the next

the "economic funding ratio." done projections over a five-year period, thirty years, we can subtract about $2.00
But given that our claims often last for a if we give up amortizing the current

That is a funding ratio that takes in thirty-year period, it seems that we have deficit.
anticipated inflation and anticipated wage to go to a longer period to really look at

growth, so that plans don't look the effect of the decisions that we're So amortizing the current deficit isn't a
overfunded simply because they haven't making today. Embedded in this is an big part of this. What really determines
taken anticipated wage growth into inflation assumption of 7 1/4 percent premiums is our expected experience.
account. In general, the funding status that's consistent with our current close-

of ongoing plans has increased out rate. Make another assumption---that things
considerably over the history of the are going to get worse, and they will
PBGC. If this were to decline because If we wanted to set the premium in real continue to get worse. If you took the
of changes in equity values or some terms---in other words, if we set the average of our last five years of claims
other factor, then the PBGC's risk premium today at a specific level and instead of our entire history, our
exposure would be considerably higher, then increase it every year with wage assumptions increase by a factor of two,

growth or inflation, then we could set and the premium roughly doubles.
Future Revenue Needs the premium today at $17.50 and

increase it every year. It will be $210 at What if you assume that claims, on the
If we are going to talk about expected the end of the thirty-year period. If we other hand, will be only $200 million,
claims and what that means for future have a premium set in nominal terms, which is roughly the assumption that we
revenues, we have to make some we have to raise more money up front, used in setting the single-employer
assumptions. So let me make a few and If we have it set in real terms, we don't premium at $8.50 before LTV declared
show you what that means in terms of have to have as much up-front cash build- bankruptcy? Then the premium would
the revenue that we need to raise, up, but the eventual premium will be increase to the high twenties, in fiat-rate

higher, terms.
Let's assume that average annual claims

in the next thirty years are going to be, Let me point out that even though they There are no assumptions that you can
in real terms, the average over the raise the same amount of money, based make that will lead to the conclusion

PBGC's history ($455 million), and that on our projected claims, these various that a single-employer premium of
the defined benefit plan system will paths do not necessarily ensure liquidity, $8.50 is enough.
grow, and participant growth will be which is another issue.
roughly 1.5 percent every year. It hasn't

grown that much in the last five years, That issue involves timing: when the Legislation and Litigation
but that is the simple average over the PBGC should raise the money to achieve

PBGC's history. We will also assume certain objectives. Congress Reviews Corporate
that there will be 40 percent funding in a Takeover Regulations
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A November 18 House Judiciary 1986 Employee Benefit Notes.) rate that may be used in valuing the
subcommittee reviewing corporate benefit is the lesser of the plan rate, or
takeovers and insider trading issues is In other action, the SEC November 20 120 percent of the Pension Benefit
likely to be the first in a series of announced the adoption of amendments Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) rate.
renewed congressional efforts to tighten to its proxy rules. The revisions are A participant in a 401(k) plan may
federal antitrust laws. Sen. Howard intended to simplify and update the rules, withdraw elective deferrals upon plan
Metzenbaum (D-OH) noted during the Among other things, the new termination, sale of all business assets,
hearing: "We can eliminate the worst amendments apply the principles of the or sale of a subsidiary.
takeover abuses, such as greenmail, two- integrated disclosure system to proxy If a PAYSOP is terminated, the
tier tender offers, and certain types of disclosure, streamline compensation plan employer need not follow the 84-month
junk bond financing. "We can strengthen disclosure, and require disclosure by new rule before distributing employer
the Hart-Scott-Rodino (antitrust law) registrants of changes in and securities from a participant's account.
filing requirements by giving the disagreements with accountants. (For
antitrust agencies more time to review more information, see the November 20, Effective from October 22 until further
large mergers and by closing loopholes 1986 Federal Register, vol. 51, no. 224, notice, determination and opinion letters
that allow some companies to ignore the pp. 42048-42077. will not cover the above retroactive
filing requirements. We can require provisions of TRAC unless specifically
companies seeking control to provide The SEC November 18 fried a prohibited stated. Failure to amend plans to
better notice of their intentions." transaction exemption to allow comply with such provisions will not,

fiduciaries for employee benefit plans to however, prevent the issuance of a
Congressional hearings during 1985 effect or execute securities transactions determination letter until further notice.
failed to produce a consensus on the need under certain circumstances. The
for legislation limiting takeovers, exemption also allows sponsors of Determination and opinion letters will

pooled separate accounts and other cover compliance with the new technical
Recent SEC Activities pooled investment funds to use their corrections to the Deficit Reduction Act

affiliates to effect or execute securities (DEFRA) and the Retirement Equity Act

The Securities and Exchange transactions for such accounts when (REA) in TRAC. Sponsors of plans
Commission (SEC) December 16 and 17 certain conditions are met. (For more receiving favorable letters may rely on
heard comments on the New York Stock information, see the November 18 the IRS' approval of the plan with
Exchange, Inc. (NYSE) proposal to Federal Register, vol. 51, no 222, pp. respect to these provisions.
permit listing of stocks that have 41686-41697.)
unequal voting rights. Since June, On November 5, the IRS announced that
1984, the NYSE has imposed a IRS Issues Notices it ,,viii issue temporary regulations
moratorium on its rule against listing limiting the ability of certain taxpayers
any company having stock with The Internal Revenue Service has issued to adopt or retain certain accounting
disparate voting rights, more commonly a notice required by the Tax Reform Act periods that result in a deferral of
known as the "one share, one vote" rule. of 1986 (TRAC) regarding the income. A special effective date will be
On September 16, 1986, the NYSE applicability of determination and provided for these limitations on
submitted to the SEC a proposed rule opinion letters that affect retroactive adoptions or retentions of accounting
change that would allow companies provisions of the new tax law. The period. The announcement is intended to
listed on the NYSE to create a class, or following five provisions mentioned in diss-ade taxpayers from adjusting
classes, of common stock with unequal the notice are effective retroactively: accounting periods in an effort to reduce
voting rights, provided that certain or avoid certain provisions of the nex tax
conditions relating to the creation of Employer contributions to a profit reform act. Details of the announcement
unequal voting rights are satisfied. (For sharing plan will not be limited to are spelled out in notice 86-113 and
more information, see the November 18, current or accumulated profits, appear in Internal Revenue Bulletin 1986-
1986 Federal Register, vol. 51, no. 222, Forfeitures in a money purchase plan 47, dated November 24, 1986.
pp. 41715-41718; also see EBRrs may be allocated to participants.
Quarterly Pension Investment Report, For defined benefit plan distributions Elsewhere in the tax area, the IRS
vol 1, nos. 1 and 2; and the October above $25,000, the maximum interest announced November 6 that taxpayers
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who substantially understated their EEOC Drops Previous Efforts the period. The rule is effective for
income tax liability for 1982 and later Requiring Employers to Fund fiscal years ending after December 1,
years will face increased penalties under Post-65 Pensions 1986, but encourages earlier application.
provisions included in the Omnibus (For more information, contact GASB at

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986. The Equal Employment Opportunity High Ridge Park, P.O. Box 3821,
Beginning with penalties assessed after Commission (EEOC) November 10 Stamford, CT 06905-0821. (203) 968-
October 21, 1986, the penalty has voted to halt its previous efforts to draft 7300.)
increased from 10 percent to 25 percent, regulations under current law requiring

employers to contribute to pension plans OPM Issues Interim Rules on
In other action, the IRS November 18 on behalf of employees who work Federal Retiree Pensions
unveiled the 1987 W-4 Form, which has beyond the normal retirement age. The
been redesigned to conform with action is a result of the approval of the The Office of Personnel Management
provisions of TRAC, and to improve new law mandating post-65 pension (OPM) November 28 issued interim
accuracy. The IRS noted that the new accruals in 1988 (see October 1986 rules that allow federal employees who
form is longer than its predecessor, but Employee Benefit Notes). The EEOC retired after June 5, 1986, to recover
said that as a result, the lax withheld expects to begin drafting regulations their pension contributions in a lump
from employees should be more instructing employers how to comply sum. The payments, authorized under the
accurate. The forms are expected to be with the new law shortly. Federal Employee's Retirement System
available to employers before the end of Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-335), signed into
1986. GASB Pension Disclosures law June 6, were to have been considered

a return of contributions upon which
PBGC Issues Maximum The Governmental Accounting Standards federal employees have already paid tax.
Guarantee for 1987 Board (GASB) November 25 issued a Passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986,

statement that requires state and local however, repealed a provision of tax law
PBGC November 17 announced that government employers and public that allowed tax-free recovery of
$1,857.95 is the maximum monthly employee retirement systems to provide employee after-tax contributions only,
benefit it will guarantee for participants disclosures and ten-year trend applying instead a pro rata rule. (For
in defined benefit plans terminating in information about def'med benefit more information, see the November 28,
1987. pension plans. The statement also 1986 Federal Register, vol. 51, no. 229,

requires the computation and disclosure pp. 42987-42990.)
The maximum guarantee amount, one of of a standardized measure of the pension
the provisions of the Employee benefit obligation. HCFA Announces Final
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 Inpatient PPS Changes, New
(ERISA), is adjusted annually according The disclosures required by GASB Medicare Rates
to a formula prescribed in the law, and is statement 5 are intended to provide users
based on the Social Security with information needed to assess the The Health Care Financing
contribution and benefit base. funding status of retirement systems on Administration (HCFA) November 24

a going-concern basis, progress made in published t-real rules implementing
The maximum guarantee applies to a accumulating assets to pay benefits portions of the Omnibus Budget
single-life annuity beginning at age 65, when due, and whether employers are Reconciliation Act of 1986 affecting
or later, for participants in terminated making actuarially determined prospective payment hospitals, and
pension plans who have eamed a contributions to plans, hospitals excluded from the prospective
monthly pension equal to, or greater payment system, effective October 1,
than the amount guaranteed by the Footnote disclosures required by the 1986. Comments received by January
PBGC. In the event that the benefit statement include a description of the 23, 1987, however, will be considered;
begins before age 65, or is payable in a plan, a summary of significant send comments to the Health Care
form other than a life annuity, the accounting policies and actuarial Financing Administration, Department
guarantee is adjusted. (For more assumptions, funding status of the plan of Health and Human Services,
information, contact the PBGC at 2020 using a standardized measure of the Attention: BERC-420-FC, P.O. Box
K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006. pension obligation, and contributions 26676, Baltimore, MD 21207. (For
(202) 778-8800.) required and contributions made during more information, see the November 24,
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1986 Federal Register, vol. 51, no. 226, members of the uniformed services who PBGC, Navistar Reach
pp. 42229-42235. fail to complete a minimum service Agreement

period of either 24 months of active duty

HCFA November 20 announced or the full period the individual was PBGC and Navistar International

Medicare rates for 1987, as approved by called to active duty. Corporation (formerly International
Congress under H.R. 5300, now P.L. 99- Harvester) November 18 reached an
509 (see October 1986 Employee Benefit Comments regarding the proposed agreement under which up to 25 percent
Notes). Included in the notice are revisions should be submitted to the of Navistar's assets would remain

Medicare Part A and Part B premium Commissioner of Social Security, unencumbered to satisfy the company's
rates, the Part A deductible, and the Department of Health and Human pension liability.
Medicare economic index. (For more Services, P.O. Box 1585, Baltimore,

information, see the November 20, 1986 Maryland 21203, by December 29, The agreement followed a ruling at the
Federal Register, vol. 51, no. 224, pp. 1986. (For more information, see the U.S. District Court for the Northern

42007-42010.) October 28, 1986 Federal Register, vol. District of Illinois, at which Judge
51, no. 208, pp. 39397-393400.) James B. Moran said that PBGC could

Social Security Proposes not impose a prejudgment lien on
Revision of Wage Coverage Litigation Navistar's assets without a hearing.
Regs Moran ruled, however, that PBGC has

More on LTV the authority to obtain a lien before
The Social Security Administration courts decide liability. PBGC officials
(SSA) October 28 proposed to revise U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton Lifland termed the ruling a "victory," noting that
some of its regulations on wage has authorized the appointment of an "it puts all companies on notice,
coverage under the Social Security Act. official committee to represent LTV including those whose liability has not
The amended regulations are as follows, equity holders in LTV's bankruptcy law yet been determined, that PBGC has the

reorganization efforts. The judge had authority to impose a lien to assure that
The SSA shall exclude from an previously turned down requests for pension liabilities to PBGC can be

employee's wages the cash value of separate committees to represent LTV paid."
meals and lodging furnished by the debenture holders and union members,

employer when these items are furnished due to the costs of separate bankruptcy The compromise includes the following:
for the employer's convenience, committees. PBGC will not seek to impose a lien on

The SSA shall no longer (with certain any of Navistar's assets, pending a trial
exceptions) exclude from an employee's Meanwhile, the IRS rejected LTV's on the merits; Navistar will provide the
wages the employer's payment of the request for a waiver of the $215 million PBGC with five days' notice of any
employee's Social Security tax liability annual payment due for 12 of its pension planned actions that would encumber
[i.e. Federal Insurance Contributions Act plans. LTV said that IRS refused the more than 75 percent of Navistar's
(FICA) lax]. waiver request because there is no assets. In such an event, the PBGC is

The SSA shall (1) exclude from an evidence the company would be in a free to seek further relief. Navistar and

employee's wages the employer position to resume contributions in the PBGC agreed to an expeditious trial.
payments paid after the year the near future. Had the IRS granted the

employee became entitled to disability request, the payment could have been The case arises over Navistar's liability
insurance benefits if the employee stretched out over several years. The for the termination of two pension plans
performed no services for such employer action places additional pressure on the once maintained by its former Wisconsin
in the pay period in which the payment Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Steel Division. The PBGC has been
is made, and (2) no longer exclude from (PBGC) to take over more of LTV's trustee and paid monthly benefits to
an employee's wages the employer underfunded pension plans. PBGC has 3,000 retirees of Wisconsin Steel since
payments paid to an employee after the said that it has stepped up consideration 1981.
employee became age 62 if these of a decision on the LTV case in light of

payments are for a period in which the the IRS action. (See story on PBGC PBGC had been seeking a $125 million
employee did not work. finances in this issue; for more lien on Navistar's assets. Navistar went

The SSA shall bar (with certain information on LTV, see October 1986 to court to prevent PBGC from
exceptions) deemed wage credits to Employee Benefit Notes.) demanding pension liability; courts are
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not expected to rule on the liability issue the Teachers Retirement System of feature management and labor
until next year. Texas' 50th Anniversary Celebration on representatives, family experts,

Dec. 6. government officials, and others
Gulf Held Liable for Retiree concerned about the dramatic changes
Health Benefits Deborah Chollet, EBRI research occurring in the labor force and family.

associate, spoke before the National For more information, contact Richard
A federal jury has ruled that Gulf Governor's Association Conference on Shore, U.S. Department of Labor,
Resources and Chemical Corporation is the Uninsured on Dec. 15. Bureau of Labor-Management Relations
liable for the cost of retiree health and Cooperative Programs, Washington,
benefits that were terminated when the Announcements and DC 20210, (202) 357-0473.
company terminated some of its Utah Publications
operations. Substance Abuse

HHS Disability Advisory
Gulf said it would ask a judge to set Council Named New payment and treatment options for
aside the jury ruling; if that action fails, substance abuse must be developed if the
the company said that it would appeal. Health and Human Services (HHS) increasing cost to public and private
The case is one of several brought by Secretary Otis Bowen November 18 payers is to be managed efficiently, said
retired employees whose benefits were named John E. Affeldt, M.D. to chair a experts at a workshop sponsored by the
reduced or terminated. Workers claim special disability advisory council to National Health Policy Forum (NHPF).
that the benefits were guaranteed for life. study the medical and vocational aspects

of federal disability programs. Mandated Some employers have ceased to regard
At EBRI by the Consolidated Omnibus substance abuse as an insurable expense,

Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA), said one participant, and instead view it
the council replaces the regular statutory as one to be managed and budgeted

Presentations quadrennial Advisory Council on Social separately, often as part of an employee
Security. The new council is charged assistance program. Others are

During the month of _mber, EBRI primarily with studying the effectiveness considering limiting employee choice to
President Dallas Salisbury made a of vocational rehabilitation programs and avoid adverse selection in worker health
number of presentations. These the use of work evaluations and medical plans that have richer benefits for

included: a presentation on "Future specialists in the disability decision- substance abuse treatment.
Perspectives of HMOs Within the making process.
General Framework of the Changing Treatment is in large part driven by the
Health Care Market in the United States" Affeldt is currently medical advisor of types and amounts of reimbursement
December 4 at the Geneva Association Beverly Enterprises, Pasadena, available, said some discussants, raising
Seminar;, a meeting of invited experts on California. He is former president of the the question of whether public and
the interaction of public, occupational, Joint Commission on Accreditation of private reimbursement mechanisms

and private retirement provisions for the Hospitals, serving from 1977 to 1986. encourage appropriate treatment. There
Organization for Economic Cooperation Prior to 1977, he was medical director of is a lack of consensus in the field,
and Development on Dec. 12; and a the Department of Health Services, Los however, on which modes of treatment
speech updating legislative developments Angeles County, California. are effective, on a definition of
on employee benefits at the Penjerdel "effective," and on the causes of

Employee Benefits Association on Dec. DOL to Hold Conference on substance abuse. Some people regard
18. Work and Family substance dependency as a self-inflicted

condition rather than an illness, said one

Frank McArdle, EBRI director of The Department of Labor (DOL) will panelist.
education and communications, spoke on hold an annual conference entitled "Work

"Congress and the Workplace" before the and Family: Seeking a New Balance" Proceexlings of the workshop will not be
Tax Foundation's 38th National March 30 and 31. The conference, published, but single copies of the
Conference on _mber 3; and on "A sponsored by DOL in cooperation with briefing paper, NHPF Issue Brief no.
Washington Forecast of the Future the AFL-CIO and the National 452, "Building an Arsenal for the War
for Public Employee Systems," before Association of Manufacturers, will on Substance Abuse: Treatment
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Options and Payment Concerns," are for retirees; (2) provide favorable tax policies fail to meet loss ratio targets
available free from the National Health treatment for long-term care insurance established under the law. Such targets
Policy Forum, Suite 616, 2100 reserves, and establish a refundable tax are not, however, requirements, and
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington, credit for long-term care insurance therefore, are not necessarily monitored
DC 20037, (202) 872-1390. premiums for those over age 55; (3) by states. The report makes no

encourage personal savings for long-term recommendations. For a free copy,
care through the use of a medical contact the U. S. General Accounting

Government Publications individual retirement account (IRA); and _)ffice, P.O. Box 6015, Gaithersburg,
(4) work with the private sector to MD 20877. (202) 275-6241. Ask for
educate the public about the risks, costs, report no. HRD-87-8.

Catastrophic Illness Expenses, and financing options available for long-
Department of Health and Human term care, as well as the limitations of
Services coverage for such services under

Medicare and Medigap supplemental Nongovernment Publications
The Department of Health and Human insurance.
Services (HHS) November 19 issued its

report, Catastrophic Illness Expenses, as For the general population, the report Current Issues in Workers'
requested by President Reagan. The proposes that states require employers Compensation, James Chelius
report states that no single policy offering health insurance to offer

approach provides protection for all catastrophic care coverage, that tax In response to the 1972
groups of people, but that a combination deductions for such insurance be extended recommendations of the National

options can help reduce financial to the self-employed and unincorporated Commission on State Workmen's
risks. The recommendations selected for businesses, and the formation of state Compensation Laws, most states
the president's consideration, the report risk pools. Limited copies are available substantially broadened coverage and
notes, recognize the dangers of fiscal at no charge from the U.S. Department increased benefits for injured workers.
expansion to increase coverage of of Health and Human Services, The costs associated with these reforms

catastrophic health care expenditures, and Washington, DC 20201. (202) 245- have brought workers' compensation to
therefore involve only "moderate" federal 6343. the forefront in the debate over labor

spending increases or revenue reductions, market regulatory policy. Changes
continue, and the ongoing debate over

The recommendations address acute care Medigap Insurance-----Law Has Increased reform continues in virtually every state.
catastrophic protection for the elderly, Protection Against Substandard and These papers, which analyze a range of
long-term care protection alternatives, Overpriced Policies, General Accounting workers' compensation issues, were
and catastrophic protection for the Office presented at a conference sponsored by
general population. Among the the Institute of Management and Labor
suggestions are that Medicare be Requested by the House Ways and Relations, the Bureau of Economic

restructured to provide catastrophic Means Subcommitw_ on Health, this Research of Rutgers University, The
protection with an acamfially sound report, entitled "Law Has Increased New York State School of Industrial and

additional premium. Alternate proposals Protection Against Substandard and Labor Relations at Cornell University,
would restructure Medicare to provide Overpriced Policies," is a review of the and the Economics Department at the
catastrophic protection through increased effectiveness of laws designed to protect University of Connecticut. Contact
cost sharing (see GAO report below), the elderly against substandard and W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment

overpriced health insurance policies. Research, 300 South Westnedge Avenue, _)
To improve long-term care altematives, While the GAO found that laws Kalamazoo, MI 49007. (616) _. .
the report recommends that government: approved in 1980 have resulted in more Cost $19.95 (hardcover), specify order
(1) remove 1984 Deficit Reduction Act uniform regulation of Medigap insurance no. 0-88099-037-6; $14.95 (softcover),
(DEFRA) barriers to prefunding long- and increased protection for the elderly, it specify order no. 088099-036-8.

care benefits provided by employers also notes that over 60 percent of such
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nonpartisan public policy research organization based in Washington,
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members of the press, academics, and the general public. Through
its books, policy forums, and monthly subscription service, EBRI
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